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ABSTRACT 
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) 
grism PEARS (Probing Evolution And Reionization Spectroscopically) survey 
provides a large dataset of low-resolution spectra from thousands of galaxies in 
the GOODS North and South fields. One important subset of objects in these 
data are emission-line galaxies (ELGs), and we have investigated several differ- 
ent methods aimed a t  systematically selecting these galaxies. Here we present a 
new methodology and results of a search for these ELGs in the PEARS observa- 
tions of the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (HUDF) using a 2D detection method that 
utilizes the observation that many emission lines originate from clumpy knots 
within galaxies. This 2D line-finding method proves to be useful in detecting 
emission lines from compact knots within galaxies that might not otherwise be 
detected using more traditional 1D line-finding techniques. We find in total 96 
emission lines in the HUDF, originating from 81 distinct "knots" within 63 in- 
dividual galaxies. We find in general that [0 1111 emitters are the most common, 
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comprising 44% of the sample, and on average have high equivalent widths (70% 
of [0 1111 emitters having rest-frame EW> 100A). There are 12 galaxies with mul- 
tiple emitting knots; several show evidence of variations in Ha flux in the knots, 
suggesting that the differing star formation properties across a single galaxy can 
in general be probed a t  redshifts 2 0.2 - 0.4. The most prevalent morphologies 
are large face-on spirals and clumpy interacting systems, many being unique de- 
tections owing to the 2D method described here, thus highlighting the strength 
of this technique. 
Subject headings: methods: data analysis - techniques: spectroscopic - galax- 
ies: starburst 
1. Introduction 
It has long been known that galaxies display properties of their star formation through 
emission lines, and because of this, systematic studies of emission-line galaxies is an ongoing 
effort in order to investigate galaxies' star formation-and thus evolution-throughout the 
history of the universe. Projects such as the KPNO International Spectroscopic Survey 
(KISS; Salzer et al. 2000) have investigated low-redshift emission-line galaxies7 properties 
(Salzer et al. 2001 & 2002). Spectroscopic studies of faint, intermediate-to-high redshift 
emission line galaxies have utilized large projects such as the CFRS (Lilly et al. 1995, 
Hammer et al. 1997), COSMOS (Capak et al. 2007, Lilly et al. 2007), and the DEEP1 
and DEEP2 projects (Koo 1998, 2003; Willmer et al. 2006; Kirby et al. 2007). With the 
advantage of slitless grism spectroscopy from the Hubble Space Telescope's (HST) Advanced 
Camera for Surveys (ACS), larger samples of faint objects - reaching to 22, ~ 2 7 . 0  mag - 
are now possible. 
Many detailed studies have arisen from projects such as these. Earlier investigations 
have highlighted the importance of star formation bursts in interacting galaxies in general 
(Larson & Tinsley 1978), and subsequent studies have made use of emission-line fluxes to 
arrive a t  star formation rates (SFRs; Kennicutt 1998). In particular, Ha emission has been 
used to  derive SFRs and those results have been interpreted in the overall framework of galaxy 
evolution (Kennicutt 1983). Several studies have highlighted the importance of constraining 
the current SFR-density in the local universe using emission-line galaxies (Gallego et al. 
1995, 2002; Lilly et al. 1995), while others have investigated the evolution of the SFR with 
redshift (Madau et al. 1998; Cowie et al. 1999). In the context of hierarchical merging, active 
star formation has long been regarded as a strong indicator of merging activity (Larson & 
Tinsley 1978), and recent studies have emphasized the evolutionary importance of merging 
galaxies and their role in AGN growth over cosmic time, both theoretically (di Matteo et al. 
2005, Hopkins et al. 2005), as well as observationally (Straughn et al. 2006, Cohen et al. 
2006). Studies of these types can be greatly enhanced by larger samples of faint star forming 
or emission- line galaxies a t  high redshift. 
Slitless spectroscopy has been used often over the past several years to  detect emission- 
line galaxies. In particular, HST's Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer 
(NICMOS) and Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) instruments h'ave produced 
several surveys in which emission-line galaxies have been utilized to arrive a t  the Haline 
luminosity function and SF& (e.g., Yan et al. 1999; HST NICMOS with the GI41 grism), 
as well as the [0 111 luminosity function and star formation densities at  intermediate redshifts 
(e.g., Teplitz et al. 2003; HST STIS with the G750L grism). The ACS G800L grism has also 
yielded very rich datasets, and the field of slitless spectroscopy with HST has culminated the 
past few years with the HUDF GRAPES (GRism ACS Program for Extragalactic Science; 
Pirzkal et al. 2004, Malhotra et al. 2005) project, and more recently with the PEARS (Prob- 
ing Evolution And Reionization Spectroscopically) survey (Malhotra et al. 2007, in prep., 
Cohen et al. 2007, in prep.), which combined have yielded thousands of spectra over roughly 
half the area of the GOODS North and South fields including the HUDF to continuum 
fluxes of i;, 5 27 mag. From the GRAPES data, studies of emission-line galaxies have 
been performed and a catalog has been compiled by Xu et al. (2007) using a 1D detection 
method described briefly below. Pirzkal et al. (2006) have performed analysis of GRAPES 
emission-line galaxies7 morphologies and evolution, highlighting the importance of studying 
these objects at  z 2 1. A key advantage of this project over similar ground-based studies 
is that the HST 2'-band sky brightness is N 3 magnitudes darker than that from ground- 
based studies (Windhorst et al. 1994). With all the PEARS data analyzed, we anticipate 
increasing the sample of faint emission-line objects by a factor of 8-10 compared to the 
previous GRAPES project. In this methods-oriented paper we describe in detail several 
techniques aimed at detecting emission-line sources in the PEARS grism data and present 
our data and results for emission-line galaxies detected in the HUDF using a unique 2D line- 
finding method, which is shown to detect roughly twice the number of sources as 1D methods 
on the same data. A subsequent paper will contain the complete catalog of emission-line 
galaxies detected in the eight remaining PEARS fields, along with more detailed analysis of 
their properties, including quantitative morphological studies, star-formation rates, and line 
luminosity functions. 
2. Data 
The PEARS ACS grism survey data consist of eight ACS fields with three HST roll 
angles each (with limiting AB magnitude iaB 5 26.5 mag; 20 HST orbits per field), plus 
the HUDF field with four roll angles (limiting AB magnitude iaB 5 27.5 mag; 40 HST 
orbits total) taken with the ACS WFC G800L grism. The G800L grism yields low-resolution 
(Rw100) optical spectroscopy between 6000-9500A. Four PEARS fields were observed in the 
GOODS-N and five fields (including the HUDF) in the GOODS-S. A forthcoming data paper 
(Malhotra et al. 2007) will describe the PEARS project and data in detail. A description 
of the related GRAPES project can be found in Pirzkal et al. (2004): both the PEARS and 
GRAPES projects contain grism spectroscopy from the HUDF. Roll angles for the PEARS 
HUDF are 71°, 85", 95") and 200". This paper will focus on emission-line galaxies detected in 
the HUDF, using the optimal of several methods described in section 3. Preliminary source 
extraction produced a large catalog of PEARS objects in all nine fields with identifying 
numbers (Malhotra et al. 2007, in prep., in prep.). These PEARS IDS will be used in this 
paper. 
3. Methods 
This paper focuses on our efforts a t  identifying an efficient and robust method of de- 
tecting emission-line objects in the HST ACS PEARS grism data, particularly in objects 
with knotty morphologies and in continuum-dominated regions where lines might normally 
be missed. To this end, we have performed two separate, but related detections of PEARS 
HUDF emission-line galaxies that both rely on a unique 2D detection method, motivated 
by the observation that many emission lines originate from clumpy knots within galaxies 
(Meurer et al. 2007, Straughn et al. 2006b). Our results from these two 2D methods (here- 
after "2D-A" and "2D-B", described in detail below) will be compared to  a separate method 
of detecting emission-line objects which relies on searching for lines in 1D extracted spectra 
from the HUDF PEARS data, as was also done for the GRAPES HUDF data (Xu et al. 
2007). 
The 2D detection procedure begins with pre-processing of the grism data, as described 
in detail in Meurer et al. (2007); here we give a brief description. Each image (both the grism 
and the direct i'-band (F606W) image) was first "sharpened" by subtracting a 13x3 median 
smoothed version of the image from itself in order to remove most of the continuum from 
the grism spectra, leaving mostly compact features in the grism image. In this step, the 
long axis of the smoothing kernal is aligned with the dispersion axis of the grism. These are 
primarily emission lines in individual object spectra, as well as some residual image defects. 
To this end, this method was designed to detect lines in objects where continuum dominates 
and lines would otherwise be washed out. After this unsharp-masking stage, the next step 
is to mask out the images of the zero-order in the grism images. This is accomplished by 
matching compact sources found with the SExtractor program (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in 
both the sharpened grism and direct images. This defines a linear transformation matrix 
which can be used to  transform pixel coordinates from the direct to the grism frame, as well 
as scaling factor between the count rate in the direct image to that in the zero-order grism 
image (as described by Meurer et al. 2007). The geometric transformation is also used to 
derive a precise calibration of the row-offset between direct image sources and sources in 
first-order spectra. We determined that the transformation and row-offset are stable with 
HST pointing and roll-angle, and hence adopted the same values for all pointings. The mask 
is made by using the count-rate scaling to locate all the pixels in the direct image expected 
to be brighter than the noise floor in their zero order grism image. These are transformed to 
the grism coordinates, grown in size by three pixels to encompass the zero-order detection, 
and the resultant pixels are set to zero. Finally, SExtractor is used to catalog the masked 
filtered grism images in order to  arrive at  a list of emission-line source candidates, which is 
the input to both 2D emission-line source selection methods. 
3.1. Method 2D-A: Cross-Correlation 
The first of the 2D methods ("2D-A") is a blind selection that relies on cross-correlation 
between the direct and grism sources, and is partially interactive (Meurer et al. 2007). Be- 
cause of the interactive step, it is desirable to limit the amount of known contaminants that 
go into the algorithm. Since stellar sources often display a very strong continuum, sources 
with high SExtractor elongation parameters (ELONGATION> 2.5) in the dispersed grism 
image were filtered from the catalogs to decrease the number of stellar sources. Sources that 
are very large or very small in the sharpened grism image are filtered out by only selecting 
sources with SExtractor parameter "FI4'HM" in the range of 1 to 10 pixels. This filtering 
reduces the number of sources that go into the 2D-A code approximately by half. Using these 
filtered catalogs, candidate emission lines are examined first in the grism image, and then the 
corresponding direct sources are located in the detection image. This is a semi-automated 
process in which lines in the grism image are displayed automatically, and the validity of 
each source is subsequently determined by eye. These potential emission-line sources are 
flagged as either: (1) a star; (2) a grism- or detection-image blemish (in which two cases 
the source is skipped); or (3) real, in which case the following is performed. For each "real" 
grism emission-line candidate, 5-pixel wide ribbons are extracted from both the grism and 
direct images, centered on the y-position (vertical in Fig. 1) of the source. The grism image 
ribbon is then collapsed down to a 1D spectrum. This spectrum is then cross-correlated 
with the direct image, and peaks are produced in the cross-correlation when knots within 
the direct image are detected that correspond to the grism image emission line. Typically 
only one peak is found in the corss-correlation yeilding a unique correspondence between 
line and emitting source. However, multiple peaks can occur due to  the presence of mul- 
tiple knots within galaxies or separate galaxies in the direct image ribbon. In those cases 
the corresponding source is selected manually. The correct choice is usually obvious from 
the location of the knot in the cross-dispersion direction (centered in the ribbon) or from 
the shape of the knot compared to the emission line in the filtered direct and grism images 
(Fig. 1; also cf. Fig. 1 of Meurer et al. 2007). 
The 2D-A line-finding software produces an output list for each position angle with the 
detected emssion lines. In many instances, multiple knots with emission lines are detected 
in a single object. Catalogs are then matched to  determine which emission-line sources are 
detected in multiple position angles. The final catalog for the 2D-A method was created by 
selecting sources which appear in at  least two position angles (PAS). 
3.2. Method 2D-B: Triangulation 
The second 2D technique ("2B-D") uses triangulation. It starts with the same input 
catalog as above, but without any prior filtering and omission of sources based on their 
elongation and FWHM (however known M stars are removed from the catalogs beforehand). 
This method works because each source, and hence emission line, was observed a t  more than 
one PA on the sky, as is the case for our dataset. The ACS grism and ACS distortion are 
calibrated well enough so that one can map the position of emission-line sources detected in a 
distortion corrected grism image back onto the original distorted grism images, as well as onto 
true sky coordinates of RA and Dec (instead of simply using the detector x,y coordinates). 
When this is done for more than one PA, as shown in Figure 2, one can infer the location 
of the source of the emission line, which must necessarily lay somewhere along the direction 
of the grism dispersion. Once the source of the emission line has been inferred on the sky, 
we compute the wavelength of the detected emission line independently and along all PA 
dispersion directions (i.e. in all grism images where the line was detected). A true emission 
line source results in the same wavelength being derived (within an error that we set to 
40A, roughly one pixel), while a spurious detection leads to inconsistent results where the 
computed wavelength of a line is different when computed in different PAS. Since we have 
more than 2 observations taken in more than 2 PAS for this field, we actually used the method 
described above several times, using different pairs of PAS (i.e. 71" vs 85", 71" vs 095", etc..), 
as illustrated in Figure 2, looking for emission-line sources that produce consistent results 
for as many PA pairs as possible. 
3.3. Redshifts and line identifications 
Three separate catalogs were used to  obtain redshifts for the selected emission-line ob- 
jects. First, photometric and spectroscopic redshift catalogs are from the GOODS-MUSIC 
sample (Grazian et al. 2006 and references therein). Spectro-photometric redshifts from Co- 
hen et al. (2007) were used to supplement the MUSIC catalog when no MUSIC photometric 
redshift was available; this was the case for 16 objects. VCTe also use Bayesian photometric 
redshifts (BPZs) from Coe et al. (2006) for the two objects (PEARS Objects 75753 & 79283) 
that had no spectroscopic redshifts, or MUSIC/Cohen photometric redshifts. Sixteen sources 
have 2 emission lines, allowing an immediate redshift determination using the ratio of line 
wavelengths which is invariant with redshift (note that given the grism resolution of RN 100, 
HP and the [0 1111 doublet are usually blended). About a third of the sample (N  32%) has 
spectroscopic redshifts and 95% have photometric redshifts. In total, three objects do not 
have any published redshift. Of these three, two (78237 Knot 1 & 89209) have 2 lines each, 
and thus a redshift was determined based on the wavelength ratios. The redshifts are used 
to help identify the emission lines in the grism spectra. Spectra with two distinct lines are in 
the minority (16 of 81 galaxy "knots"); most spectra have a single emission-line detection. 
For objects with only one emission line, line identification then proceeds as follows. For 
the given object's redshift (spectroscopic when available; photometric otherwise), potential 
wavelengths are calculated for H a ,  [O 111, [0 1111, Lya, [MgII], C 1111, and C IV. An average 
spectro-photometric redshift error of < Sz >= 0 . 0 4 ~  (l+x) (Ryan et al. 2007, Cohen et al. 2007, 
in prep., Coe et al. 2006) is used to calculate the likelihood of an identification as follows. 
Using the 4% photometric redshift error, a valid wavelength range for each potential line 
is calculated. Here, we also include the estimated 20A wavelength calibration uncertainty 
(Pirzkal et al. 2004) intrinsic to the grism data. If the detected emission line candidate 
falls within the calculated wavelength range for any of the lines listed above, it is included 
in our final catalog. Once a confident line identification is made, we use the wavelength 
to  recalculate the redshift; these new redshifts are given in Table 1. In comparing grism 
redshifts to spectroscopic redshifts, Meurer et al. (2007) arrive at  a dispersion about unity 
of 0.007 for the 2D-detection method described here for secure line IDS (i.e., sources with 
two lines, or Haor [011] emitters, as these are typically the only plausible lines in the 
wavelength-range for that redshift). Line fluxes, rest-frame equivalent widths, and errors are 
then calculated by fitting gaussian profiles to  the spectra using a non-linear least-squares 
fit to the given spectrum from five free parameters: the gaussian amplitude, central line 
wavelength, gaussian sigma, continuum flux level, and a linear term. Here we include a 
linear term in the fit to account for instances where the continuum is not flat. Line fluxes 
are averaged when the line is detected in two or more roll angles. 
4. Results 
The primary goal of this work is arrival at a robust and efficient technique to identify 
emission-line sources from the PEARS grism data that is as automated as possible. To 
this end, we have investigated in detail two versions of a 2D detection method as described 
in the previous section. Methods 2D-A and 2D-B produced 75 and 96 lines respectively, 
originating from multiple knots within galaxies. This is compared to 43 lines detected with 
the 1D method on the same data. Details of the results of these comparisons are discussed 
here, as well as a comparison to a catalog of emission-line galaxies generated from the related 
GRAPES grism data (Xu et al. 2007) using the 1D detection method. 
4.1. ELG detections from three different methods 
We summarize here in more detail detections resulting from three different methods out- 
lined above. Note here the terminology used resulting from our 2D method: "lines" (sources 
detected in the grism image and hence distinct in position and wavelength), "sources" (which 
refer to individual clumps or knots within a galaxy): and "galaxies" (for example, one galaxy 
can contain three sources which each have two lines). The ID  line-finding method (as de- 
scribed in detail by Xu et al. 2007 for the GRAPES data) involves selection of emission 
lines from the 1D spectra generated by a x e  with visual confirmation. For the PEARS 
HUDF, 62 candidate lines were detected, 19 of which were flagged with a quality code in- 
dicating a contaminant or M-dwarf, resulting in a catalog of 43 PEARS galaxies. These 
remaining 43 galaxies are then compared to the catalogs generated by the two versions of 
our 2D line-finding method. Method 2D-A, the cross-correlation technique (5 3.1), produced 
a final catalog of 75 lines, all of which originate from valid faint emission-line sources, since 
contaminants are thrown out in the user-interactive phase of the process described above. 
Individual PAS had 78, 114, 106, 77 detections in PAS 71°, 85", 95", and 200" respectively; 75 
of these were detected in at least 2 PAS. Method 2D-B, the triangulation technique (5 3.2), 
produced a total of 96 lines. Method 2D-B also requires that an emission line be in more 
than one PA; in the final sample of 96 lines obtained with this Method, 12 were in two PAS, 
38 were in three PAS, and 46 were in all four PAS. 
Method 2D-A, described in detail in the previous section, requires some explanation of 
the results obtained since the software that produces the catalog is partially user-interactive. 
For PA085, two of the authors (ANS and GRM) ran the blind emission line-finding software 
on the data and compared results for completeness. It was found that there was a large 
(90%) overlap in final sources obtained between both users, suggesting that the method is 
robust in detecting secure emission-line sources, and user dependancies introduce relatively 
little bias. An investigation of the sources that were selected by one user and not the other 
shows several cases of multiple emission lines in knotty galaxies that often were offset from 
the other user's detection by only a very small amount. There are a few cases of isolated 
galaxies where only one user detects a line. In general, the differences appear to  be legitimate 
operator differences, and account for < 10% of the detections. Those operator errors that 
are false detections are effectively weeded out by the requirement that the sources match in 
multiple PAS. 
As described above, Method 2D-B (which uses traces in the grism image to determine 
the direct image emitting source) detects the most real lines in the PEARS data and discards 
spurious detections automatically. Because of this, it appears to be the most efficient and 
robust technique to detect emission-line sources in the grism data, and below we compare 
this method to the other two methods described here (Method 1D and Method 2D-A). 
4.2. Comparison of Method 2D-B to Method I D  
First, we compare to the ID  method used on the same PEARS data. Here we find that 
Method 2D-B detects 1 . 9 ~  as many sources for this field. Overall, the overlap between the 
two methods is 72%, with the 1D method detecting 12 unique sources and the 2D method 
detecting 50 unique sources. We note here that the input to the 1D method is the SExtractor 
catalog of entire galaxies, in contrast to our SExtractor catlog of individual galaxy knots. 
Thus in regard to the 1D method, the emission lines are diluted by the continuum and 
the equivalent width goes down below the detection limit. An inspection of the initial 2D- 
generated input files in comparison to these 12 ID-detected but 2D-undetected sources shows 
several aspects of interest. First, the majority of these 12 1D-detected sources are clustered 
along the edges of the field, with only 3 of them extending inwards more than 700 pixels (or 
1/5 the width of the image). This suggests-and was confirmed on more detailed inspection- 
that many times the object in question is undetected in at  least one PA (sometimes up to 
three PAS), and would thus not make it into the final catalog produced by the 2D-B method. 
Second, we notice that only in a very few cases are there any SExtractor detections located 
along the dispersion direction for any given 1D-only detected object. This shows that these 
sources were not in the input SExtractor catalogs because they were below our 2D-detection 
limit, thus explaining the absence from our final 2D-B ELG catalog. Figure 3 shows an 
estimate of signal-to-noise for these 1D-detected objects, and indicates that the ID-detected 
objects that were missed by the 2D method were in general lower S/N and likely below our 
detection limit imposed in the initial grism emission-line catalog selection. 
Figures 4- 6 show some examples of 2D-detected galaxies with several emitting knots; 
Objects 70314 and 78491 were not detected using the 1D technique. This is likely due to 
continuum flux dominating the spectrum, an effect which was mitigated in our technique by 
the sharpening process (see Section 4.6 for a full discussion of these objects). Therefore, in 
general, it is shown that the overlap between Method ID  and Method 2D-B is large, and 
the 1D objects missed by the 2D-B Method are due to our imposed detection threshhold. In 
total, the 2D Method finds almost twice as many sources. 
4.3. Comparison of Method 2D-B to Method 2D-A 
Given that Method 2D-B was developed in conjunction with Method 2D-A, a comparison 
between these two methods is warranted as well. As described above, both methods have 
identical input catalogs for each PA, with the exception that the input to method 2D-A 
was pared down to avoid selection of undesired objects (i.e. stars) in the user-interaction 
phase of the analysis. Comparison of Method 2D-B to Method 2D-A shows that all but 2 
sources detected by Method 2D-A were also detected by Method 2D-B, an overlap of 96%. 
Additionally, the level of human interaction is greatly reduced in nifethod 2D-B, making it 
both more efficient and reliable. 
4.4. Comparison of Method 2D-B to GRAPES catalog 
Although the GRAPES project (Pirzkal et al. 2004, Malhotra et al. 2005) involves a 
different dataset than the one used for the present work, a comparison of our results to 
the previous GRAPES ELG catalog in Xu et al. (2007) is explored here since the data are 
for approximately the same field. Figure 7 gives a graphical comparison of the PEARS 
and GRAPES fields centered on the HUDF. The process used to arrive at the GRAPES 
ELG catalog is the same as "Method ID" described above, with some manual additions 
(approximately 10%) of objects after visual examination of all the individual spectra as 
described in that paper. The first difference in the two datasets is that the Xu et al. (2007) 
ELG catalog utilized the GRAPES data (40 HST orbits) plus one epoch of preexisting ACS 
grism HUDF data, increasing the observed grism exposure time by about one-fifth (Pirzkal 
et al. 2004) and also increasing the overall combined area observed. Second, since the fields 
are not exactly overlapping, there are some GRAPES ELG objects that are not in the 
PEARS fields and vice versa. Given these factors, the comparison is not as straightforward 
as, e.g., the comparison to  the ID  Method applied to the identical PEARS data, as described 
above. However, when doing the comparison, we find that 61% of the 2D-B detected sources 
are in the GRAPES catalog, with 37 unique lines appearing in the 2D-B catalog only. Of 
the 39% of GRAPES sources unique to the GRAPES catalog, many are found to exist 
outside of the PEARS observing area. Specifically, 44010, 34%, 34%, and 27% of the 2D-B- 
undetected GRAPES sources fall outside the four PEARS roll angles 71°, 85", 95", and 200" 
respectively. In total, there are 35, 41, 41, 45 sources in the four respective PEARS PAS that 
are not detected with Method 2D-B. The sources that were detected with the ID  Method 
from GRAPES but were missed by 2D-B in general were missed for the same reason as with 
Method 1D used on the PEARS data (as described in Sec. 4.2): those missed were below 
our S/N threshhold required for Method 2D-B (Fig. 3). In particular, the missed objects 
generally have S/Nw 2-3, while most of our objects detected in GRAPES generally have 
higher S/N values. We thus conclude that this is the same effect as was seen when comparing 
to Method 1D for the PEARS data. This is expected given our detection limit which serves 
to greatly increase the reliability of our 2D detection method. 
4.5. ELG catalog and statistics 
Our final catalog of PEARS HUDF emission-line objects, derived from the most efficient 
method investigated here-Method 2D-B-is given in Table 1. In total, 96 distinct lines 
were detected in 81 galaxy sources or "knots" in 63 PEARS galaxies. Examples of galaxies 
with several emitting knots are shown in Figures 4- 6, demonstrating the strength of the 
2D Method as compared to the I D  Method. In addition, Figure 8 shows how the 2D 
Method is able to detect lines in galaxies that were undetected by the 1D Method due to 
strong continuum overwhelming the emission lines. The percentages of identified lines are as 
follows: 34% are H a ,  14% are [0 111, and 44% are [0 1111, with 3% accounting for other less 
common lines ( MgII, C 1111, and C IV). Our catalog includes 39 new spectroscopic redshifts 
for galaxies that are on average fainter than the standard magnitude limited redshift survey 
(xa, = 23.5 mag for ground-based GOODS spectroscopic redshifts; Elbaz et al. 2007). The 
faintest ELG has a continuum 22, = 27.4 mag, and the average continuum magnitudes of 
H a ,  [0 111, and [0 1111 emitting galaxies are &,=21.9, 24.1, and 23.6 mag respectively. The 
magnitude distribution of the sample is given in Figure 9. 
The faintest line flux is 5.0 x 10-l8 ergs ~ m - ~ s - l ,  with the average line flux being 3.9 x 
10-17 ergs ~ m - ~ s - ' .  The [0 1111 emitters have on average high equivalent widths, with 70% 
of them having E W  > 100A. The line flux distribution for all sources is given in Figure 10, 
while Figure 11 gives the line flux distributions for the individual lines. 
An interesting potential trend appears in Figure 12, which shows the equivalent width 
of PEARS HUDF [O 111 lines as a function of redshift as compared to nearby galaxies from 
Jansen et al. (2000) and intermediate redshift galaxies from the CFRS sample (Hammer 
et al. 1997). It  is clear that the EW of the PEARS [0 111 sources are extremely high com- 
pared to local samples-especially above z N 1.1. Here we note that grism selection of [0 111 
emitting regions systematically selects higher-EW objects in the [0 111 redshift range probed 
by the grism (which could be due to the smaller HST PSF including less continuum from 
the surrounding area of the knot, thus raising the observed EW; see the sensitivity limit 
plotted in Fig. 12). Hence the fact that the average EW is higher than local galaxies is not 
surprising. However, the discovery of [011] emitters with EW> 100A is interesting. These 
are exceedingly rare in the local universe (Jansen et al. 2000), and here we only see them 
at the highest redshifts (z > 1.1). As shown in Fig. 12 they are also known from previ- 
ous ground-based surveys (CFRS; Hammer et al. 1997), and appear to be more common 
with increasing z (Cowie et al. 1996). Sources with similar (and higher) EW([OII]) were 
also reported in previously published HST slitless observations (Meurer et al. 2007; Teplitz 
et al. 2003). While statistics are low presently, and thus no definite statement can be made 
concerning this trend, we anticipate a better study of this phenomenon when the other eight 
PEARS fields are analyzed and simulations of the data are available to aid in sorting out 
various selection effects. 
The redshift distribution of these ELGs is shown in Fig. 13, with the majority of redshifts 
lying between x = 0 and z = 1.5 and the peak occuring around z N 0.5. Since the identified 
lines-which are only observable at  the redshifts in the plot-are generally the strongest 
lines in star-forming galaxies, this explains why the emission-line N(z) peaks a,t a lower z,, 
than the field galaxy photometric redshift distribution which peaks at z N 1 - 1.5. This is 
thus in part an artifact of the ACS grism selection function (see Malhotra et al. 2005). 
A qualitative look at the morphologies of the emission-line galaxies suggests that the 
majority of these objects are clumpy, knotty galaxies that have distinct emitting regions of 
presumably active star formation. In particular, we find many face-on knotty spirals, as well 
as clumpy interacting systems with regions of enhanced star formation that were missed with 
the 1D Method. A subsequent paper will investigate the emission-line galaxies' morphologies 
in a quantitative manner, including the results of the selection for the entire PEARS dataset 
in addition to these HUDF ELGs. 
4.6. Line luminosities of PEARS galaxies: Comparison to nearby galaxies 
From our sample, there are 33 Ha and 13 [0 111 emission regions from galaxies at  average 
redshifts of x N 0.26 and x N 1.05 respectively. Here we discuss the properties of these 
objects in terms of their line luminosities in comparison to local samples from Kennicutt 
et al. (1989) and Zaritsky et al. (1994). Figure 14 gives the luminosity histogram of PEARS 
HUDF Haemitters (solid line) with the slope of the local HI1 region Hadistribution from 
Kennicutt et al. (1989) as a dot-dashed line. We have also plotted the best fit line of the 
bright end of our distribution with a dashed line. Here we see that the grism observations 
do not detect some of the fainter emission, as is expected; however, we do detect brighter 
sources, lending to the shallower slope. We note here that this effect is not due to spatial 
resolution: at  z N 0.3, each pixel is N 130 parsecs, and Kennicutt et al. (1989) show that there 
is almost no difference in the luminosity histograms when degrading the spatial resolution 
from 30 to 300 parsecs. 
When we investigate line luminosites of individual knots from the nearby Zaritsky 
et al. (1994) sample (Figure 15), we see two distinct distributions, with the high redshift, 
PEARS [0 111 emitters having systematically higher luminosities. A selection effect exists 
here, as we can only detect the brightest sources at high redshift (see detection limit plotted 
in 12. The fact that we miss the lower luminosity [O 111 emitters in this dataset does not 
negate the fact that we do see very high luminosity sources a t  this redshift in the grism data. 
4.7. Galaxies with multiple emitting knots 
While individual HI1 regions in nearby galaxies have been studied for some time (Shields 
1974; McCall, Rybski, & Shields 1985, Zaritsky, Kennicutt, & Huchra 1994, etc.), investiga- 
tion of emitting regions in high-redshift galaxies has not been explored as extensively. As 
noted above, 12 of our 63 2D-selected emission-line galaxies (N 20%) have multiple emit- 
ting knots, many of which display multiple lines. These galaxies lie in the redshift range of 
0.12 szs 0.44, the faintest of which has a continuum magnitude of ia, = 23.64 mag. Here 
we focus on several of these PEARS galaxies that have spatially distinct emitting knots. 
PEARS Object # 75753178237 (SExtractor extracted this object as two separate ob- 
jects, but visual inspection shows that the two selected regions are part of the same galaxy) 
has six separate emitting regions, four of which have both Ha and [0 1111 emission (one knot 
containing only [0 1111 emission). This object is shown in Figure 4. In the three knots (which 
are in 75753) that have both lines, the [0 1111 flux is approximately 2 x the Ha flux (which 
indicates high excitation, which often means low metallicity). The other knot (in 78237) that 
has both lines has roughly equal flux in both Ha and [0 1111. The Ha flux differs by a factor 
of up to ~ 3 . 5 ,  suggesting a variation in star formation rate across the complex structure of 
this galaxy. The knot indicated by the red circle in Figure 11 has an unidentified line with a 
wavelength inconsistent with the others present in this source and with no viable alternative 
line at this redshift (~,b,=7872A ;XRp=5875A if the line originated from this galaxy). We 
also note that this object has a slightly different color than the rest of the nuclear region 
of the galaxy. Given these factors, we conclude that the "knot" within the red circle is an 
interloper at  an undetermined redshift, whose emission line is present in the spectrum of 
Object 75753178237. 
PEARS Objects 70314 and 78491 each have three emitting knots (Figures 5 and 6 
respectively). Object # 70314's three knots all have Haemission, with two knots having 
roughly equal Haflux and equivalent widths, and the other knot having lower flux and 
equivalent width values by a factor of -4. This galaxy is a good example of the success 
of the 2D line-finding method: the lines in this galaxy-with its multiple blue star-forming 
regions-were not detected with the 1D method in either the PEARS or GRAPES data, 
because the line flux was washed out by the continuum flux from the galaxy's core (see 
also Fig. 8). Following this same line of reasoning, the weakest line of the three is the one 
originating from the nucleus of the galaxy # 70314 (Fig. 5). The lines stand out more 
when extracted solely from the emitting knots instead of the entire galaxy. All of the lines 
associated with Object # 78491 have equivalent widths 2 100 A (Table 1).  Two of the 
knots contain both Ha and [0 1111, and originate from blue star-forming regions on the ends 
of the galaxy disk (Fig. 6). The third "knot" associated with this PEARS ID appears to be 
another object and has a strong line (EW = 237.0 A) that remains unidentified due to  lack 
of redshift for this particular object ((XOb,=7143A ;XRF=5788 for z=0.234, the redshift of 
Object # 78491) . 
PEARS Objects 63307, 70407, 75547, 77558, 79283, 79483, 81944, and 88580 all have 
two emitting knots. The properties of these galaxies are given in Table 1. Object # 81944 
has strong Ha and [0 1111 emission from one of its knots and a relatively weak Ha line in the 
other (with an equivalent width of ~ 4 . 5  times lower). There are other cases (IDS 79283 and 
88580, for example; z = 0.23 and z = 0.269 respectively) where line flux differs by a factor 
of 2 or more across a single galaxy. This indicates that the star formation properties of 
these objects differs across the galaxy itself, and that this effect in general can be probed at 
redshifts z 20.2. 
We also note here that five of the twelve galaxies with multiple emitting knots did not 
have detected lines in the deeper GRAPES+l ACS field data (described above; Sec. 4.4). 
Among the galaxies that were detected in GRAPES, the PEARS-detected lines' equivalent 
widths were higher in every case by on average a factor of- 4x. This again underscores the 
strength of the 2D method, which serves to isolate line emission from individual knots, such 
that continuum emission from the rest of the galaxy does not dominate the spectrum. 
Given the subset of PEARS HUDF galaxies that exhibit multiple emitting knots, we 
expect to have a statistically significant sample of these objects once analysis of the entire 
PEARS dataset is completed. This should allow an in-depth study of localized star formation 
at galaxies up to  ~ ~ 0 . 4 - 0 . 5 .  
5 .  Summary and Future Work 
In summary, it is clear that although each method has some unique detections, Method 
2D-B (triangulation) in general is quite efficient at  detecting emission-line sources in the 
PEARS grism data, especially for objects with knotty structures or strong continuum that 
remain undetected with the 1D method. The reason for this advantage is that the 1D 
method gives line flux integrated over the whole galaxy, while the 2D method gives line 
flux from the emitting region only (i.e. galaxy knots). Triangulation requires observations 
obtained at multiple roll angle, and hence may not be suitable to  all grism datasets. Method 
2D-A (cross-correlation) can be used with ACS grism data obtained at one PA (Meurer 
et al. 2007), but is not fully automated and may produce false identification of emitting 
sources in confused regions such as in extended galaxies. The triangulation method will 
be utilized in future studies of the remaining eight PEARS fields. Given tthe sample of 
81 distinct emitting regions, we expect a total sample of N 600 - 700 ELGs to continuum 
ia, 5 26.5 mag from the combined depth and area of the PEARS North and South fields. 
From this larger statistical sample, two primary investigations will follow. First, we will 
derive line luminosities, which should allow us to constrain the luminosity function for H a ,  
[0 111, and [0 1111, going fainter and to higher redshifts than previous studies. Secondly, we 
will use the luminosities and equivalent widths to estimate the change in the cosmic star 
formation rate, again utilizing the depth and quantity of the PEARS data. We will also 
investigate in further detail the possible evolution of [0 111 equivalent width and luminosity 
with redshift (Figs. 12 & 15). The x = 0 - 1.5 range is where the SFR density shows its 
strongest evolution. Use of the grism to isolate the strongest EW sources in this redshift 
range, combined with deep HST imaging, will prove to be an excellent way to select galaxies 
that are most evolving over this important redshift range. We will then perform a detailed 
quantitative study of the morphologies of these objects, so as to  diagnose what is causing 
the evolution. Simulations of the PEARS data (which are currently being performed) will 
allow us to gain a better insight into various selection effects and limits, and will aid in 
conclusions drawn from the dataset. These future studies should provide a more detailed 
look at the overall nature of these line-emitting galaxies, thus revealing mechanisms of star 
forming activity over x = 0 - 1.5. 
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Fig. 1.- Example of an object selected using Method 2D-A. Top panels show unfiltered 
grism image spectrum (left) and the same spectrum after median filtering (right). Middle 
two panels show direct image source both before and after the same median filtering. Bottom 
four panels show the 5-pixel wide "ribbons" (top two: grism; bottom two: direct) used in the 
correlation step to determine which direct image source the emission line originates from. 
Fig. 2.- The top two panels (a) show a series of emission lines observed at two different 
position angles (PA1 on the left, PA2 on the right). In both cases, the dispersion direction 
of the grism is nearly horizontal, as shown in (b), where we noted the true direction of North 
and East. Finally, the bottom diagram in (c) shows the remapping of the grism dispersion 
(dashed lines) onto the true sky (e.g. RA and Dec). As shown in (c), once remapped onto 
the sky, the two dispersion solutions intersect at  a unique location (shown using the large 
circle). The latter is the inferred location of the source of the emission on the sky. We can 
then compute the expected wavelength of the emission line following the PA1 dispersion 
relation (dX1) and following the PA2 dispersion relation PA2 (dX2), and the two should 
agree (within the expected uncertainty). 
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Fig. 3.- Signal to noise estimates of PEARS objects detected with the 1D Method. Black 
dots are ID-detected objects that are also detected with our 2D-B Method; red x's are ID- 
detected objects that are missed by the 2D-B Method. Fluxes are from Xu et al.. In general, 
objects missed by Method 2D-B are lower S/N, clustered below S/N-8-10. 
Fig. 4.- PEARS Objects 75753 & 78237. Stamp is 9" across; this galaxy has a redshift 
x = 0.339. These were extracted as two sources but are part of the same galaxy. The knot 
indicated by the red circle is likely an interloper with an undetermined redshift. The other 
five knots all contain Ha and/or [0 1111 emission; flux values are given in Table 1. 
Fig. 5.- PEARS Object 70314. Stamp is 9" across; this galaxy has a redshift z = 0.144. 
All three knots have Haemission. The line from the nuclear region of the galaxy has an 
equivalent width N ~ X  smaller than that from the other two knots. This result highlights 
the strength of the 2-D Method utilized here: this galaxy has no detected lines using the 
1-D Method in either the PEARS or GRAPES data, presumably because the line flux was 
overwhelmed by continuum flux when light from the entire galaxy was extracted. However, 
narrowing in on individual knots allows us to see the line emission. 
Fig. 6.- PEARS Object 78491. Stamp is 3.6" across; this galaxy has a redshift z = 0.234. 
The two blue knots on the ends of the galaxy each have Ha and [0 1111 emission; the knot on 
the left-hand side of the galaxy has stronger [0 1111 flux by a factor of N 2 and the right-hand 
side knot has slightly stronger Ha flux. The third circled "knot" is clearly not part of this 
PEARS galaxy, although it is emitting a very strong line (EW = 237.0A) at X = 7143A. No 
redshift is available for this object, however, so line identification is not possible. 
Fig. 7.- The four PEARS HUDF pointings are shown in green, as well as the four GRAPES 
shown in red (plus one archival ACS grism field uses in the GRAPES study shown in magenta; 
see Sec. 2). All PEARS and GRAPES fields are centered on the HUDF. Eight additional 
PEARS fields will be analyzed in a future study: four fields in the GOODS-N and four more 
in the GOODS-S. 
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Fig. 8.- (a): 1D extraction of PEARS Object 70314 (entire galaxy; see also Figure 12). 
Top panel shows the 1D spectrum from 1D extraction; bottom panel shows the 2D spectrum 
of this object. (b): 2D extraction of Knot # 2 in the same galaxy. Panels are the same as 
in (a). This is an example of the success of the 2D extraction method: no lines are detected 
when the 1D extraction of the entire galaxy is performed. However, the 2D extraction of 
three separate emitting knots in this galaxy reveals strong emission lines in the spectra of 
all three knots. 
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Fig. 9.- Histogram of it-band magnitudes of all PEARS HUDF emission-line objects, show- 
ing a peak in the distribution around i;, - 24 mag. The PEARS HUDF continuum detection 
limit is iaB =27.4 mag (Malhotra et al. 2007, in prep.). 
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Fig. 10.- Line flux distribution of all lines detected with Method 2D-B, in units of 
l ~ - l ~ e r ~ s c r n - ~ s - l .  
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Fig. 11.- Individual flux distributions of H a ,  [0 1111, and [0 111 lines. The distributions peak 
at -2.5 x 10-l7 ergs ~ r n - ~ s - '  for Ha and [0 1111, and near 5.0 x 10-l8 ergs crn-'s-l for [0 111. 
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Fig. 12.- Rest-frame equivalent width as a function of redshift for [011] emitters. Stars are 
PEARS HUDF [O 111 emitters, filled dots are from Jansen et al. (2000) and small dots are 
from the Canada-France Redshift Survey (Hammer et al. 1997). For our sample, [0 II] can be 
detected in the redshift range 0 .652  5 1.5 given the grism range 6000-9500A. Approximate 
PEARS selection limit is given by solid line. 
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Fig. 13.- Redshift distribution for PEARS ELGs showing peak of distribution around 
2-0.5. Given the grism properties (sensitive from 6000A to ~ ~ o o A ) ,  the Haline is observ- 
able from 02250.4; [Orrr] from 0.15z<,1.1, and [OII] from 0.45251.5. The one object at  
higher redshift in this figure is the AGN (C IV C 1111 emitter) at  x = 3.17. Because the iden- 
tified lines are only available at  these particular redshifts (and are generally the strongest 
lines in star-forming galaxies), the emission-line N(z) peaks at  a lower x, than the field 
galaxy photometric redshift distribution which peaks a t  z N 1 - 1.5 (Ryan et al. 2007, Cohen 
et al. 2007, in prep.). 
Fig. 14.- Distribution of Haline luminosities of the PEARS galaxies (median redshift of 
~ ~ 0 . 2 6 ) '  with the local Kennicutt et al. (1989) sample's bright-end slope plotted as a power- 
law (dot-dashed line; a=-3.3). The PEARS sample slope differs from the local one (a=-0.58); 
we detect more bright Ha: emitting regions in the grism data. 
Fig. 15.- Distribution of [O 111 line luminosities of the PEARS galaxies (solid line multiplied 
by a factor of 8; median redshift of < z >N 1.05) and of HI1 regions within nearby galaxies 
from Zaritsky et al. (1994; dashed line). The grism observations are well-suited to detect 
high-redshift sources with very high [0 111 luminosities. Note here our detection limit (shown 
in Fig. 12) 

Table 1 Continued 
PEARS Knot R A Dec itA Wavelength Flux 
ID # (deg) (%I (mag) (4 ( 1 0 ~ ' ~ e r ~ / s / c r n ~ )  Equivalent Width Line Grism (4 ID Redshift 
... [Orrr] 0.737 
166.7 [ 0  rrr] 0.340 
160.4 HQ 0.340 
381.6 [Orrr] . . .  
39.7 NA . . .  
237.0 NA . . .  
224.3 H a  0.234 
190.1 [Orrr] 0.234 
275.6 [OIII] 0.234 
144.1 H a  0.234 
189.4 H a  0.454 
. . . [ 0  1111 0.454 
. . . [ 0  rrr] 0.458 
36.2 H a  0.230 
. . . H a  0.230 
47.8 [ 0  1111 0.375 
54.0 H a  0.483 
55.5 H a  0.483 
... [ 0  1111 0.483 
73.1 [OIII] 0.742 
224.1 Ha! 0.118 
. . . [OII] 0.953 
60.8 [Orrr] 0.658 
42.9 [Orr] 0.658 
280.7 [ 0  rrr] 0.411 
119.2 [OIII] 0.210 
36.4 [Orr] 1.104 
60.7 [OII] 1.098 
74.8 H a  0.228 
483.2 [ 0  r r l ]  0.228 
341.4 H a  0.228 
... [ 0  rrr] 0.475 
124.6 [Orrr] 0.329 
93.2 Crv 3.166 

